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This invention relates to paint applicators and has par 
ticular reference to a device for the application of paint 
to objects having a substantially cylindrical surface. 
As is well known, the application of paint to a cylin 

drical object of relatively small diameter, such as pipe, 
is di?‘icult when done with the ordinary paint brush, par 
ticularly, if the pipe is in place and is incapable of being 
rotated or is disposed so that it is di?icult to readily 
reach around its entire surface. Under such circum 
stances, the painter never knows whether he has com 
pletely covered the surface of the pipe or other cylin 
drical object with paint, and painting such an object is 
a tedious and time-consuming task. 
Even when a pipe or other cylindrical object is not 

in place and can be rotated, the painting thereof by use 
of an ordinary ?at paint brush is a slow time-consuming 
job. 
One of the primary objects of the present invention is 

to provide a paint applicatorby which paint can be ap 
plied to a cylindrical surface rapidly and with a minimum 
of effort. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 

paint applicator that comprises a pair of arms joined 
scissor-fashion, one end of the arms serving as handles, 
and journaled to the other end of said arms are a plurality 
of paint applicator rollers relatively mounted so as to 
be capable of encircling a round or cylindrical object 
to be painted. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a paint 
applicator of the character referred to which, when re 
ciprocated in the axial direction of a cylindrical object, 
acts to quickly and easily apply paint to the complete 
cylindrical surface. i 

A preferred form of my invention is described in the 
following detailed speci?cation and illustrated by way of 
example in the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a device embodying my 
invention, showing the positioning of the paint applica 
tor rollers and the scissor arms on which they are mounted. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the device illustrating 
the scissor-like arms and the paint applicator rollers. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line 3-3 of 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is an end view of the paint applicator disclosing 
the manner in which the paint applicator rollers embrace 
and apply paint to cylindrical objects of different di 
ameters. 

Referring to the drawings, the paint applicator in 
cludes two arms 10 and 11 pivoted together intermediate 
their ends scissor-fashion by a pin 12, one set of ends 
of the arms 10 and 11 serving as handles 13 and 14. 
At the ends of the arms 10 and 11 opposite the handles 

13 and 14 each arm is bent at right angles to form spindle 
mountings 16 and 17 for paint applicator rollers as will 
be described. The spindles 16 and 17 are disposed rela 
tively at 90° apart. The spindle 16 is disposed at a 
slightly greater distance from the pivot point or pin 12 
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than the spindle 17 for reasons hereinafter explained. 
The outer end of‘the spindle 16 is ?tted with a ?xed 
trunnion 16a, which projects at right angles to the spindle 
16 and, substantially parallel to the spindle 17. Similarly, 
a trunnion 17a is ?xed to the ‘spindle 17 and projects‘ at 
right angles thereto and substantially parallel to the 
spindle 16. Iournaled on each of the spindles 16 and 
17 and trunnions 16a and 17a are paint applicator rollers 
18, 18a, 19 and 19a. The outer peripheral face or sur 
face of each of said paint applicator rollers is composed 
of a relatively deep layer of ?ne, closely packed‘ ?bres 
25, said ?bres having a high degree of resiliency. 
Due to the location of the spindles 16 and 17 and the 

trunnions 16a and 17a, the four paint applicator rollers 
are disposed in a substantially common plane parallel 
to the pivotal axis of the arms and normal to the plane 
in which the arms oscillate and are disposed approxi 
mately 90° apart. 
Thus the paint applicator rollers 18, 13a, 19 and 19a, 

when the scissor arms 10 and 11 are closed, form a square 
enclosure so that the roller surfaces will encircle a cylin 
drical object to apply paint to substantially all or a large 
surface area thereof, as indicated in Fig. 4. 
Formed on the inner end of the spindles 16 and 17 

are shoulders 34 and 35, said shoulders holding springs 
36 and 37, respectively, in place on the said spindles and 
press against the paint applicator rollers 18 and 19, so 
that they bias said paint applicator rollers toward the 
paint applicator rollers 18a and 19a, respectively. The 
trunnions 16a and 17a are also adjustable longitudinally 
with respect to the spindles 16 and 17. Thus the four paint 
applicator rollers 18, 18a, 19 and 19a can be maintained 
in substantially edge to edge contact as shown in the 
drawings. As before stated, the scissor arm 10 projects 
a lesser distance beyond the pivot point or pin 12 than 
the scissor arm 11. This is so the said scissor arms can 
be closed scissor-fashion to dispose the repective pairs 
of paint applicator rollers 18, 18a, 19 and 19a in slightly 
offset relation, which enables them to close more closely 
and to prevent said paint applicator rollers from binding 
when in use. 

If the cylindrical object to be painted has a diameter 
approximately the width of the paint applicator rollers, 
a very high percentage of the surface is covered by said 
paint applicator rollers, as shown in Fig. 4. If the di 
ameter of the cylindrical object to be painted is greater 
than the width of the paint applicator rollers, then a 
lesser percentage of the surface is covered as shown in 
dotted lines in said Fig. 4. 
The operator, in usingthe device, ?rst dips the paint 

applicator rollers in paint, then opens the scissor arms 19 
and 11 so that the cylindrical object to be painted may 
be ?tted within the paint applicator rollers. The scissor 
arms 1d and 11 are then closed so that the paint applica 
tor rollers are in contact with the surface to be painted. 
The operator then moves the paint applicator rollers back 
and forth axially of the object being painted, causing the 
paint to be applied to the surface of said cylindrical ob 
ject. By then moving the device circumferentially of the 
object being painted, as well as axially thereof, the entire 
surface can be easily and quickly painted. 
The device can also be used to paint square objects 

having approximately the same or smaller dimensions 
than the width of the rollers. 

While I have shown and described the preferred form 
of my invention, it is obvious that various changes may 
be made therein by those skilled in the art, without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention as de?ned in the ap 
pended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim and 

desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A paint applicator comprising a pair of arms pivoted 
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intermediate their ends scissor-fashion, one pair of ad 
jacent ends of said arms serving as handles, a paint ap 
plicator roller mounted at the other end of each arm 
with its axis of rotation disposed at approximately 90° 
to said arm, the axes of the rollers being disposed ap 
proximately 90° apart. 

2. A paint applicator comprising a pair of arms pivoted 
intermediate their ends scissor-fashion, adjacent ends of 
each arm serving as a handle, a pair of rotatable paint 
applicator rollers secured to the other end of each arm, 
the paint applicator rollers of each pair being disposed 
substantially at right angles to each other and at sub 
stantially right angles to the arm on which they are 
mounted. 

3. A paint applicator comprising a pair of arms pivoted 
intermediate their ends scissor-fashion, one end of each 
arm serving as a handle, the other end of each arm being 
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bent at an angle of approximately 90° to form a spindle, 
a paint applicator roller journaled on each spindle, a trun 
nion ?xed to the free end of each spindle and extending 
at approximately 90° thereto, and a paint applicator roller 
journaled on each trunnion, the two pairs of paint appli 
cator rollers being opposed so that the said paint appli 
cator rollers are disposed substantially in a common plane 
at approximately 90° apart. 
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